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Abstract: Audio-visual learning, aimed at exploiting the relationship between audio and visual modalities, has drawn considerable attention since deep learning
started to be used successfully. Researchers tend to leverage these two modalities either to improve the performance of previously considered single-modality tasks
or to address new challenging problems. In this paper, we provide a comprehensive survey of recent audio-visual learning development. We divide the current
audio-visual learning tasks into four different subfields: audio-visual separation and localization, audio-visual correspondence learning, audio-visual generation, and
audio-visual representation learning. State-of-the-art methods as well as the remaining challenges of each subfield are further discussed. Finally, we summarize the
commonly used datasets and performance metrics.
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Figure 1: Illustration of four categories of tasks in audio-visual learning.
1 Introduction
Human perception is multidimensional and includes vision,
hearing, touch, taste, and smell. In recent years, along with
the vigorous development of artificial intelligence technology, the
trend from single-modality learning to multimodality learning has
become crucial to better machine perception. Analyses of au-
dio and visual information, representing the two most important
perceptual modalities in our daily life, have been widely devel-
oped in both academia and industry in the past decades. Promi-
nent achievements include speech recognition [1, 2], facial recogni-
tion [3, 4], etc. Audio-visual learning (AVL) using both modalities
has been introduced to overcome the limitation of perception tasks
in each modality. In addition, exploring the relationship between
audio and visual information leads to more interesting and impor-
tant research topics and ultimately better perspectives on machine
learning.
The purpose of this article is to provide an overview of the key
methodologies in audio-visual learning, which aims to discover
the relationship between audio and visual data for many challeng-
ing tasks. In this paper, we mainly divide these efforts into four
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categories: (1) audio-visual separation and localization, (2) audio-
visual corresponding learning, (3) audio and visual generation,
and (4) audio-visual representation.
Audio-visual separation and localization aim to separate spe-
cific sounds emanating from the corresponding objects and local-
ize each sound in the visual context, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (a).
Audio separation has been investigated extensively in the signal
processing community during the past two decades. With the ad-
dition of the visual modality, audio separation can be transformed
into audio-visual separation, which has proven to be more effec-
tive in noisy scenes [5, 6, 7]. Furthermore, introducing the visual
modality allows for audio localization, i.e., the localization of a
sound in the visual modality according to the audio input. The
tasks of audio-visual separation and localization themselves not
only lead to valuable applications but also provide the foundation
for other audio-visual tasks, e.g., generating spatial audio for 360◦
video [8]. Most studies in this area focus on unsupervised learning
due to the lack of training labels.
Audio-visual correspondence learning focuses on discover-
ing the global semantic relation between audio and visual modal-
ities, as shown in Fig. 1 (b). It consists of audio-visual retrieval
and audio-visual speech recognition tasks. The former uses au-
dio or an image to search for its counterpart in another modality,
while the latter derives from the conventional speech recognition
task that leverages visual information to provide a more seman-
tic prior to improve recognition performance. Although both of
these two tasks have been extensively studied, they still entail ma-
jor challenges, especially for fine-grained cross-modality retrieval
and homonyms in speech recognition.
Audio-visual generation tries to synthesize the other modality
based on one of them, which is different from the above two tasks
leveraging both audio and visual modalities as inputs. Trying to
make a machine that is creative is always challenging, and many
generative models have been proposed [9, 10]. Audio-visual cross-
modality generation has recently drawn considerable attention. It
aims to generate audio from visual signals, or vice versa. Although
it is easy for a human to perceive the natural correlation between
sounds and appearance, this task is challenging for machines due
to heterogeneity across modalities. As shown in Fig. 1 (c), vision
to audio generation mainly focuses on recovering speech from lip
sequences or predicting the sounds that may occur in the given
scenes. In contrast, audio to vision generation can be classified
into three categories: audio-driven image generation, body motion
generation, and talking face generation.
The last task—audio-visual representation learning—aims to
automatically discover the representation from raw data. A human
can easily recognize audio or video based on long-term brain cog-
nition. However, machine learning algorithms such as deep learn-
ing models are heavily dependent on data representation. There-
fore, learning suitable data representations for machine learning
algorithms may improve performance.
Unfortunately, real-world data such as images, videos and au-
dio do not possess specific algorithmically defined features [11].
Therefore, an effective representation of data determines the suc-
cess of machine learning algorithms. Recent studies seeking better
representation have designed various tasks, such as audio-visual
correspondence (AVC) [12] and audio-visual temporal synchro-
nization (AVTS) [13]. By leveraging such a learned representation,
one can more easily solve audio-visual tasks mentioned in the very
beginning.
In this paper, we present a comprehensive survey of the above
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Figure 2: Illustration of audio-visual separation and localization
task. Paths 1 and 2 denote separation and localization tasks, re-
spectively.
four directions of audio-visual learning. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows. We introduce the four directions in Secs. 2,
3, 4 and 5. Sec. 6 summarizes the commonly used public audio-
visual datasets. Finally, Sec. 8 concludes the paper.
2 Audio-visual Separation and Localization
The objective of audio-visual separation is to separate different
sounds from the corresponding objects, while audio-visual local-
ization mainly focuses on localizing a sound in a visual context.
As shown in Fig. 2, we classify types of this task by different iden-
tities: speakers (Fig. 2 (a)) and objects (Fig. 2 (b)).The former
concentrates on a person’s speech that can be used for television
programs to enhance the target speakers’ voice, while the latter is a
more general and challenging task that separates arbitrary objects
rather than speakers only. In this section, we provide an overview
of these two tasks, examining the motivations, network architec-
tures, advantages, and disadvantages.
2.1 Speaker Separation
The speaker separation task is a challenging task and is also
known as the ‘cocktail party problem’. It aims to isolate a sin-
gle speech signal in a noisy scene. Some studies tried to solve
the problem of audio separation with only the audio modality and
achieved exciting results [14, 15]. Advanced approaches [5, 7] tried
to utilize visual information to aid the speaker separation task and
significantly surpassed single modality-based methods. The early
attempts leveraged mutual information to learn the joint distribu-
tion between the audio and the video [16, 17]. Subsequently, several
methods focused on analyzing videos containing salient motion
signals and the corresponding audio events (e.g., a mouth starting
to move or a hand on piano suddenly accelerating) [18, 19].
Gabbay et al.[5] proposed isolating the voice of a specific
speaker and eliminating other sounds in an audio-visual manner.
Instead of directly extracting the target speaker’s voice from the
noisy sound, which may bias the training model, the researchers
first fed the video frames into a video-to-speech model and then
predicted the speaker’s voice by the facial movements captured in
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Figure 3: Basic pipeline of a noisy audio filter.
the video. Afterwards, the predicted voice was used to filter the
mixtures of sounds, as shown in Fig. 3.
Although Gabbay et al. [5] improved the quality of separated
voice by adding the visual modality, their approach was only ap-
plicable in controlled environments. To obtain intelligible speech
in an unconstrained environment, Afouras et al. [6] proposed a
deep audio-visual speech enhancement network to separate the
speaker’s voice of the given lip region by predicting both the mag-
nitude and phase of the target signal. The authors treated the spec-
trograms as temporal signals rather than images for a network. Ad-
ditionally, instead of directly predicting clean signal magnitudes,
they also tried to generate a more effective soft mask for filtering.
In contrast to previous approaches that require training a sepa-
rate model for each speaker of interest (speaker-dependent mod-
els), Ephrat et al. [7] proposed a speaker-independent model that
was only trained once and was then applicable to any speaker.
This approach even outperformed the state-of-the-art speaker-
dependent audio-visual speech separation methods. The rele-
vant model consists of multiple visual streams and one audio
stream, concatenating the features from different streams into a
joint audio-visual representation. This feature is further processed
by a bidirectional LSTM and three fully connected layers. Finally,
an elaborate spectrogram mask is learned for each speaker to be
multiplied by the noisy input. Finally, the researchers converted
it back to waveforms to obtain an isolated speech signal for each
speaker. Lu et al. [20] designed a network similar to that of [7].
The difference is that the authors enforced an audio-visual match-
ing network to distinguish the correspondence between speech and
human lip movements. Therefore, they could obtain clear speech.
Instead of directly utilizing video as a condition, Morrone et al.
[21] further introduced landmarks as a fine-grained feature to gen-
erate time-frequency masks to filter mixed-speech spectrogram.
2.2 Separating and Localizing Objects’ Sounds
Instead of matching a specific lip movement from a noisy envi-
ronment as in the speaker separation task, humans focus more on
objects while dealing with sound separation and localization. It is
difficult to find a clear correspondence between audio and visual
modalities due to the challenge of exploring the prior sounds from
different objects.
2.2.1 Separation
The early attempt to solve this localization problem can be
traced back to 2000 [22] and a study that synchronized low-level
features of sounds and videos. Fisher et al. [17] later proposed us-
ing a nonparametric approach to learn a joint distribution of visual
and audio signals and then project both of them to a learned sub-
space. Furthermore, several acoustics-based methods [23, 24] were
described that required specific devices for surveillance and in-
strument engineering, such as microphone arrays used to capture
the differences in the arrival of sounds.
To learn audio source separation from large-scale in-the-wild
videos containing multiple audio sources per video, Gao et al.
[25] suggested learning an audio-visual localization model from
unlabeled videos and then exploiting the visual context for au-
dio source separation. Researchers’ approach relied on a multi-
instance multilabel learning framework to disentangle the audio
frequencies related to individual visual objects even without ob-
serving or hearing them in isolation. The multilabel learning
framework was fed by a bag of audio basis vectors for each video,
and then, the bag-level prediction of the objects presented in the
audio was obtained.
2.2.2 Localization
Instead of only separating audio, can machines localize the
sound source merely by observing sound and visual scene pairs
as a human can? There is evidence both in physiology and psy-
chology that sound localization of acoustic signals is strongly in-
fluenced by synchronicity of their visual signals [22]. The past ef-
forts in this domain were limited to requiring specific devices or
additional features. Izadinia et al. [32] proposed utilizing the veloc-
ity and acceleration of moving objects as visual features to assign
sounds to them. Zunino et al. [24] presented a new hybrid device
for sound and optical imaging that was primarily suitable for au-
tomatic monitoring.
As the number of unlabeled videos on the Internet has been
increasing dramatically, recent methods mainly focus on unsuper-
vised learning. Additionally, modeling audio and visual modal-
ities simultaneously tends to outperform independent modeling.
Senocak et al. [26] learned to localize sound sources by merely
watching and listening to videos. The relevant model mainly con-
sisted of three networks, namely, sound and visual networks and
an attention network trained via the distance ratio [33] unsupervised
loss.
Attention mechanisms cause the model to focus on the primary
area. They provide prior knowledge in a semisupervised setting.
As a result, the network can be converted into a unified one that
can learn better from data without additional annotations. To en-
able cross-modality localization, Tian et al. [27] proposed captur-
ing the semantics of sound-emitting objects via the learned atten-
tion and leveraging temporal alignment to discover the correla-
tions between the two modalities.
2.2.3 Simultaneous Separation and Localization
Sound source separation and localization can be strongly as-
sociated with each other by assigning one modality’s information
to another. Therefore, several researchers attempted to perform
localization and separation simultaneously. Pu et al. [19] used a
low-rank and sparse framework to model the background. The re-
searchers extracted components with sparse correlations between
the audio and visual modalities. However, the scenario of this
method had a major limitation: it could only be applied to videos
with a few sound-generating objects. Therefore, Zhao et al. [28]
introduced a system called PixelPlayer that used a two-stream net-
work and presented a mix-and-separate framework to train the en-
tire network. In this framework, audio signals from two different
videos were added to produce a mixed signal as input. The input
was then fed into the network that was trained to separate the au-
dio source signals based on the corresponding video frames. The
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Table 1: Summary of recent audio-visual separation and localization approaches.
Category Method Ideas & Strengths Weaknesses
Gabbay et al. [5]
Predict speaker’s voice based on
faces in video used as a filter
Can only be used
in controlled environments
Afouras et al. [6]
Generate a soft mask for
filtering in the wild
Requires training a
separate model for
each speaker of interest
Speaker Separation Lu et al. [20]
Distinguish the correspondence
between speech and human
speech lip movements
Two speakers only;
hardly applied for
background noise
Ephrat et al. [7]
Predict a complex spectrogram
mask for each speaker;
trained once, applicable to
any speaker
The model is too complicated
and lacks explanation
Morrone et al. [21]
Use landmarks to generate
time-frequency masks
Additional landmark
detection required
Gao et al. [25]
Disentangle audio frequencies
related to visual objects
Separated audio only
Senocak et al [26]
Focus on the primary
area by using attention
Localized sound
source only
Tian et al. [27]
Joint modeling of auditory
and visual modalities
Localized sound
source only
Separate and Localize
Objects’ Sounds
Pu et al. [19]
Use low rank to extract the
sparsely correlated components
Not for the in-the-wild
environment
Zhao et al. [28]
Mix and separate a given audio;
without traditional supervision
Motion information
is not considered
Zhao et al. [29]
Introduce motion trajectory
and curriculum learning
Only suitable for synchronized
video and audio input
Rouditchenko et al. [30]
Separation and localization use
only one modality input
Does not fully utilize
temporal information
Parekh et al. [31]
Weakly supervised learning
via multiple-instance learning
Only a bounding box
proposed on the image
two separated sound signals were treated as outputs. The system
thus learned to separate individual sources without traditional su-
pervision.
Instead of merely relying on image semantics while ignoring
the temporal motion information in the video, Zhao et al. [29]
subsequently proposed an end-to-end network called deep dense
trajectory to learn the motion information for audio-visual sound
separation. Furthermore, due to the lack of training samples, di-
rectly separating sound for a single class of instruments tend to
lead to overfitting. Therefore, the authors proposed a curriculum
strategy, starting by separating sounds from different instruments
and proceeding to sounds from the same instrument. This gradual
approach provided a good start for the network to converge better
on the separation and localization tasks.
The methods of previous studies [19, 28, 29] could only be applied
to videos with synchronized audio. Hence, Rouditchenko et al.
[30] tried to perform localization and separation tasks using only
video frames or sound by disentangling concepts learned by neu-
ral networks. The researchers proposed an approach to produce
sparse activations that could correspond to semantic categories in
the input using the sigmoid activation function during the training
stage and softmax activation during the fine-tuning stage. After-
wards, the researchers assigned these semantic categories to in-
termediate network feature channels using labels available in the
training dataset. In other words, given a video frame or a sound,
the approach used the category-to-feature-channel correspondence
to select a specific type of source or object for separation or local-
ization. Aiming to introduce weak labels to improve performance,
Parekh et al. [31] designed an approach based on multiple-instance
learning, a well-known strategy for weakly supervised learning.
3 Audio-visual Correspondence Learning
In this section, we introduce several studies that explored the
global semantic relation between audio and visual modalities. We
name this branch of research “audio-visual correspondence learn-
ing”; it consists of 1) the audio-visual matching task and 2) the
audio-visual speech recognition task.
3.1 Audio-visual Matching
Biometric authentication, ranging from facial recognition to fin-
gerprint and iris authentication, is a popular topic that has been re-
searched over many years, while evidence shows that this system
can be attacked maliciously. To detect such attacks, recent studies
5particularly focus on speech antispoofing measures.
Sriskandaraja et al. [34] proposed a network based on a Siamese
architecture to evaluate the similarities between pairs of speech
samples. [35] presented a two-stream network, where the first net-
work was a Bayesian neural network assumed to be overfitting,
and the second network was a CNN used to improve generaliza-
tion. Alanis et al. [36] further incorporated LightCNN [37] and a
gated recurrent unit (GRU) [38] as a robust feature extractor to rep-
resent speech signals in utterance-level analysis to improve perfor-
mance.
We note that cross-modality matching is a special form of such
authentication that has recently been extensively studied. It at-
tempts to learn the similarity between pairs. We divide this match-
ing task into fine-grained voice-face matching and coarse-grained
audio-image retrieval.
3.1.1 Voice-Facial Matching
Given facial images of different identities and the correspond-
ing audio sequences, voice-facial matching aims to identify the
face that the audio belongs to (the V2F task) or vice versa (the
F2V task), as shown in Fig. 4. The key point is finding the em-
bedding between audio and visual modalities. Nagrani et al. [39]
proposed using three networks to address the audio-visual match-
ing problem: a static network, a dynamic network, and an N-way
network. The static network and the dynamic network could only
handle the problem with a specific number of images and audio
tracks. The difference was that the dynamic network added to each
image temporal information such as the optical flow or a 3D con-
volution [40, 41]. Based on the static network, the authors increased
the number of samples to form an N-way network that was able to
solve the N : 1 identification problem.
However, the correlation between the two modalities was not
fully utilized in the above method. Therefore, Wen et al. [42]
proposed a disjoint mapping network (DIMNets) to fully use the
covariates (e.g., gender and nationality) [43, 44] to bridge the rela-
tion between voice and face information. The intuitive assump-
tion was that for a given voice and face pair, the more covariates
were shared between the two modalities, the higher the probabil-
ity of being a match. The main drawback of this framework was
that a large number of covariates led to high data costs. There-
fore, Hoover et al. [45] suggested a low-cost but robust approach
of detection and clustering on audio clips and facial images. For
the audio stream, the researchers applied a neural network model
to detect speech for clustering and subsequently assigned a frame
cluster to the given audio cluster according to the majority princi-
ple. Doing so required a small amount of data for pretraining.
To further enhance the robustness of the network, Chung et
al. [46] proposed an improved two-stream training method that
increased the number of negative samples to improve the error-
tolerance rate of the network. The cross-modality matching task,
which is essentially a classification task, allows for wide-ranging
applications of the triplet loss. However, it is fragile in the case of
multiple samples. To overcome this defect, Wang et al. [47] pro-
posed a novel loss function to expand the triplet loss for multiple
samples and a new elastic network (called Emnet) based on a two-
stream architecture that can tolerate a variable number of inputs to
increase the flexibility of the network.
3.1.2 Audio-image Retrieval
The cross-modality retrieval task aims to discover the relation-
ship between different modalities. Given one sample in the source
modality, the proposed model can retrieve the corresponding sam-
ple with the same identity in the target modality. For audio-image
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Figure 4: Demonstration of Audio-to-Image retrieval (a) and
Image-to-Audio retrieval (b).
retrieval as an example, the aim is to return a relevant piano sound,
given a picture of a girl playing a piano. Compared with the previ-
ously considered voice and face matching, this task is more coarse-
grained.
Unlike other retrieval tasks such as the text-image task [48, 49, 50]
or the sound-text task [51], the audio-visual retrieval task mainly
focuses on subspace learning. Didac et al. [52] proposed a new
joint embedding model that mapped two modalities into a joint
embedding space, and then directly calculated the Euclidean dis-
tance between them. The authors leveraged cosine similarity to
ensure that the two modalities in the same space were as close as
possible while not overlapping. Note that the designed architec-
ture would have a large number of parameters due to the existence
of a large number of fully connected layers.
Hong et al. [53] proposed a joint embedding model that relied
on pretrained networks and used CNNs to replace fully connected
layers to reduce the number of parameters to some extent. The
video and music were fed to the pretrained network and then ag-
gregated, followed by a two-stream network trained via the in-
termodal ranking loss. In addition, to preserve modality-specific
characteristics, the researchers proposed a novel soft intramodal
structure loss. However, the resulting network was very complex
and difficult to apply in practice. To solve this problem, Arsha et
al. [54] proposed a cross-modality self-supervised method to learn
the embedding of audio and visual information from a video and
significantly reduced the complexity of the network. For sample
selection, the authors designed a novel curriculum learning sched-
ule to further improve performance. In addition, the resulting joint
embedding could be efficiently and effectively applied in practical
applications.
3.2 Audio-visual Speech Recognition
The recognition of content of a given speech clip has been stud-
ied for many years, yet despite great achievements, researchers are
still aiming for satisfactory performance in challenging scenarios.
Due to the correlation between audio and vision, combining these
two modalities tends to offer more prior information. For exam-
ple, one can predict the scene where the conversation took place,
which provides a strong prior for speech recognition, as shown in
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Table 2: Summary of audio-visual correspondence learning.
Category Method Ideas & Strengths Weaknesses
Nagrani et al. [39]
The method is novel and
incorporates dynamic information
As the sample size increases,
the accuracy decreases excessively
Wen et al. [42].
The correlation between
modes is utilized
Dataset acquisition is difficult
Voice-Face Matching Wang et al. [55]
Can deal with multiple samples
Can change the size of input
Static image only;
model complexity
Hoover et al. [45]
Easy to implement
Robust
Efficient
Cannot handle large-scale data
Hong et al. [53]
Preserve modality-
specific characteristics
Soft intra-modality structure loss
Complex network
Audio-visual retrieval Didac et al. [52]
Metric Learning
Using fewer parameters
Only two faces
Static images
Arsha et al. [54]
Curriculum learning
Applied value
Low data cost
Low accuracy for multiple samples
Petridis et al. [56]
Simultaneously obtain
feature and classification
Lack of audio information
Wand et al. [57].
LSTM
Simple method
Word-level
Audio-visual Speech Recognition Shillingford et al. [58]
Sentence-level
LipNet
CTC loss
No audio information
Chung et al. [59]
Audio and visual information
LRS dataset
Noise is not considered
Trigeorgis et al. [60]
Audio information
The algorithm is robust
Noise is not considered
Afouras et al. [61]
Study noise in audio
LRS2-BBC Dataset
Complex network
Bare
Bear
Figure 5: Demonstration of audio-visual speech recognition.
Fig. 5.
Earlier efforts on audio-visual fusion models usually consisted
of two steps: 1) extracting features from the image and audio sig-
nals and 2) combining the features for joint classification [62, 63, 64].
Later, taking advantage of deep learning, feature extraction was re-
placed with a neural network encoder [65, 66, 67]. Several recently
studies have shown a tendency to use an end-to-end approach to
visual speech recognition. These studies can be mainly divided
into two groups. They either leverage the fully connected layers
and LSTM to extract features and model the temporal informa-
tion [56, 57] or use a 3D convolutional layer followed by a combi-
nation of CNNs and LSTMs [58, 68]. Instead of adopting a two-
step strategy, Petridis et al. [56] introduced an audio-visual fusion
model that simultaneously extracted features directly from pixels
and spectrograms and performed classification of speech and non-
linguistic vocalizations. Furthermore, temporal information was
extracted by a bidirectional LSTM. Although this method could
perform feature extraction and classification at the same time, it
still followed the two-step strategy.
To this end, Wand et al. [57] presented a word-level lip-reading
system using LSTM. In contrast to previous methods, Assael et.al
[58] proposed a novel end-to-end LipNet model based on sentence-
7level sequence prediction, which consisted of spatial-temporal
convolutions, a recurrent network and a model trained via the
connectionist temporal classification (CTC) loss. Experiments
showed that lip-reading outperformed the two-step strategy.
However, the limited information in the visual modality may
lead to a performance bottleneck. To combine both audio and vi-
sual information for various scenes, especially in noisy conditions,
Trigeorgis et al. [60] introduced an end-to-end model to obtain a
‘context-aware’ feature from the raw temporal representation.
Chung et al. [59] presented a “Watch, Listen, Attend, and Spell”
(WLAS) network to explain the influence of audio on the recogni-
tion task. The model took advantage of the dual attention mech-
anism and could operate on a single or combined modality. To
speed up the training and avoid overfitting, the researchers also
used a curriculum learning strategy. To analyze an “in-the-wild”
dataset, Cui et al. [69] proposed another model based on residual
networks and a bidirectional GRU [38]. However, the authors did
not take the ubiquitous noise in the audio into account. To solve
this problem, Afouras et al. [61] proposed a model for performing
speech recognition tasks. The researchers compared two common
sequence prediction types: connectionist temporal classification
and sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) methods in their models. In
the experiment, they observed that the model using seq2seq could
perform better according to word error rate (WER) when it was
only provided with silent videos. For pure-audio or audio-visual
tasks, the two methods behaved similarly. In a noisy environment,
the performance of the seq2seq model was worse than that of the
corresponding CTC model, suggesting that the CTC model could
better handle background noises.
4 Audio and Visual Generation
The previously introduced retrieval task shows that the trained
model is able to find the most similar audio or visual counterpart.
While humans can imagine the scenes corresponding to sounds,
and vice versa, researchers have tried to endow machines with this
kind of imagination for many years. Following the invention and
advances of generative adversarial networks (GANs) [70], image or
video generation has emerged as a topic. It involves several sub-
tasks, including generating images or video from a potential space
[71], cross-modality generation [72, 73], etc. These applications are
also relevant to other tasks, e.g., domain adaptation [74, 75]. Due
to the difference between audio and visual modalities, the poten-
tial correlation between them is nonetheless difficult for machines
to discover. Generating sound from a visual signal or vice versa,
therefore, becomes a challenging task.
In this section, we will mainly review the recent development
of audio and visual generation, i.e., generating audio from visual
signals or vice versa. Visual signals here mainly refer to images,
motion dynamics, and videos. The subsection ‘Visual to Audio’
mainly focuses on recovering the speech from the video of the lip
area (Fig. 6 (a)) or generating sounds that may occur in the given
scenes (Fig. 6 (a)). In contrast, the discussion of ‘Audio to Visual’
generation (Fig. 6 (b)) will examine generating images from a
given audio (Fig. 7 (a)), body motion generation (Fig. 7 (b)), and
talking face generation (Fig. 7 (c)).
4.1 Vision-to-Audio Generation
Many methods have been explored to extract audio information
from visual information, including predicting sounds from visu-
ally observed vibrations and generating audio via a video signal.
Input lip sequence Output speech
(a) Demonstration of generating speech from lip sequences
Input video
Output audio
(b) Demonstration of video-to-audio generation
Figure 6: Demonstration of visual-to-audio generation.
We divide the visual-to-audio generation tasks into two categories:
generating speech from lip video and synthesizing sounds from
general videos without scene limitations.
4.1.1 Lip Sequence to Speech
There is a natural relationship between speech and lips. Sepa-
rately from understanding the content of speech by observing lips
(lip-reading), several studies have tried to reconstruct speech by
observing lips. Cornu et al. [76] attempted to predict the spectral
envelope from visual features, combining it with artificial excita-
tion signals, and to synthesize audio signals in a speech production
model. Ephrat et al. [82] proposed an end-to-end model based on a
CNN to generate audio features for each silent video frame based
on its adjacent frames. The waveform was therefore reconstructed
based on the learned features to produce understandable speech.
Using temporal information to improve speech reconstruction
has been extensively explored. Ephrat et al. [77] proposed lever-
aging the optical flow to capture the temporal motion at the same
time. Cornu et al. [78] leveraged recurrent neural networks to in-
corporate temporal information into the prediction.
4.1.2 General Video to Audio
When a sound hits the surfaces of some small objects, the latter
will vibrate slightly. Therefore, Davis et al. [79] utilized this spe-
cific feature to recover the sound from vibrations observed pas-
sively by a high-speed camera. Note that it should be easily for
suitable objects to vibrate, which is the case for a glass of water,
a pot of plants, or a box of napkins. We argue that this work is
similar to the previously introduced speech reconstruction studies
[76, 82, 77, 78] since all of them use the relation between visual and
sound context. In speech reconstruction, the visual part concen-
trates more on lip movement, while in this work, it focuses on
small vibrations.
Owens et al. [80] observed that when different materials were
hit or scratched, they emitted a variety of sounds. Thus, the re-
searchers introduced a model that learned to synthesize sound
from a video in which objects made of different materials were
hit with a drumstick at different angles and velocities. The re-
searchers demonstrated that their model could not only identify
different sounds originating from different materials but also learn
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Table 3: Summary of recent approaches to video-to-audio generation.
Category Method Ideas & Strengths Weaknesses
Cornu et al. [76]
Reconstruct intelligible
speech only from
visual speech features
Applied to limited scenarios
Lip sequence
to Speech
Ephrat et al. [77]
Compute optical flow
between frames
Applied to limited scenarios
Cornu et al. [78]
Reconstruct speech using
a classification approach
combined with feature-level
temporal information
Cannot apply to real-time
conversational speech
Davis et al. [79]
Recover real-world audio by
capturing vibrations of objects
Requires a specific device;
can only be applied to
soft objects
Owens et al. [80]
Use LSTM to capture
the relation between material
and motion
For a lab-controlled
environment only
General Video
to Audio
Zhou et al. [81]
Leverage a hierarchical
RNN to generate
in-the-wild sounds
Monophonic audio only
Morgado et al. [8]
Localize and
separate sounds to
generate spatial audio
from 360◦ video
Fails sometimes;
360◦ video required
the pattern of interaction with objects (different actions applied to
objects result in different sounds). The model leveraged an RNN
to extract sound features from video frames and subsequently gen-
erated waveforms through an instance-based synthesis process.
Although Owens et al. [80] could generate sound from various
materials, the authors’ approach still could not be applied to real-
life applications since the network was trained by videos shot in
a lab environment under strict constraints. To improve the result
and generate sounds from in-the-wild videos, Zhou et al. [81] de-
signed an end-to-end model. It was structured as a video encoder
and a sound generator to learn the mapping from video frames to
sounds. Afterwards, the network leveraged a hierarchical RNN [83]
for sound generation. Specifically, the authors trained a model to
directly predict raw audio signals (waveform samples) from input
videos. They demonstrated that this model could learn the correla-
tion between sound and visual input for various scenes and object
interactions.
The previous efforts we have mentioned focused on mono-
phonic audio generation, while Morgado et al. [8] attempted to
convert monophonic audio recorded by a 360◦ video camera into
spatial audio. Performing such a task of audio specialization re-
quires addressing two primary issues: source separation and local-
ization. Therefore, the researchers designed a model to separate
the sound sources from mixed-input audio and then localize them
in the video. Another multimodality model was used to guide the
separation and localization since the audio and video were com-
plementary.
4.2 Audio to Vision
In this section, we provide a detailed review of audio-to-visual
generation. We first introduce audio-to-images generation, which
is easier than video generation since it does not require temporal
consistency between the generated images.
4.2.1 Audio to Image
To generate images of better quality, Wan et al. [84] put forward
a model that combined the spectral norm, an auxiliary classifier,
and a projection discriminator to form the researchers’ conditional
GAN model. The model could output images of different scales
according to the volume of the sound, even for the same sound.
Instead of generating real-world scenes of the sound that had oc-
curred, Qiu et al. [85] suggested imagining the content from music.
The authors extracted features by feeding the music and images
into two networks and learning the correlation between those fea-
tures and finally generated images from the learned correlation.
Several studies have focused on audio-visual mutual genera-
tion. Chen et al. [72] were the first to attempt to solve this cross-
modality generation problem using conditional GANs. The re-
searchers defined a sound-to-image (S2I) network and an image-
to-sound (I2S) network that generated images and sounds, respec-
tively. Instead of separating S2I and I2S generation, Hao et al.
[86] combined the respective networks into one network by con-
sidering a cross-modality cyclic generative adversarial network
(CMCGAN) for the cross-modality visual-audio mutual genera-
tion task. Following the principle of cyclic consistency, CMC-
GAN consisted of four subnetworks: audio-to-visual, visual-to-
audio, audio-to-audio, and visual-to-visual.
Most recently, some studies have tried to reconstruct facial im-
ages from speech clips. Duarte et al. [87] synthesized facial im-
ages containing expressions and poses through the GAN model.
Moreover, the authors enhanced their model’s generation quality
by searching for the optimal input audio length. To better learn
normalized faces from speech, Oh et al. [88] explored a reconstruc-
9tive model. The researchers trained an audio encoder by learning
to align the feature space of speech with a pretrained face encoder
and decoder.
Input audio Output image
(a) Demonstration of audio-to-images generation.
Input music
Render
Body dynamics
Avatar animation
(b) Demonstration of a moving body.
Input speech
Output faces
(c) Demonstration of a talking face.
Figure 7: Demonstration of talking face generation and moving
body generation.
4.2.2 Body Motion Generation
Instead of directly generating videos, numerous studies have
tried to animate avatars using motions. The motion synthesis
methods leveraged multiple techniques, such as dimensionality re-
duction [103, 104], hidden Markov models [105], Gaussian processes
[106], and neural networks [107, 108, 109].
Alemi et al. [89] proposed a real-time GrooveNet based on con-
ditional restricted Boltzmann machines and recurrent neural net-
works to generate dance movements from music. Lee et al. [90]
utilized an autoregressive encoder-decoder network to generate a
choreography system from music. Shlizerman et al. [91] further in-
troduced a model that used a “target delay” LSTM to predict body
landmarks. The latter was further used as agents to generate body
dynamics. The key idea was to create an animation from the audio
that was similar to the action of a pianist or a violinist. In sum-
mary, the entire process generated a video of artists’ performance
corresponding to input audio.
Although previous methods could generate body motion dy-
namics, the intrinsic beat information of the music has not been
used. Tang et al. [92] proposed a music-oriented dance choreog-
raphy synthesis method that extracted a relation between acous-
tic and motion features via an LSTM-autoencoder model. More-
over, to achieve better performance, the researchers improved their
model with a masking method and temporal indexes. Providing
weak supervision, Yalta et al. [93] explored producing weak labels
from motion direction for motion-music alignment. The authors
generated long dance sequences via a conditional autoconfigured
deep RNN that was fed by audio spectrum.
4.2.3 Talking Face Generation
Exploring audio-to-video generation, many researchers showed
great interest in synthesizing people’s faces from speech or music.
This has many applications, such as animating movies, telecon-
ferencing, talking agents and enhancing speech comprehension
while preserving privacy. Earlier studies of talking face genera-
tion mainly synthesized a specific identity from the dataset based
on an audio of arbitrary speech. Kumar et al. [94] attempted to
generate key points synced to audio by utilizing a time-delayed
LSTM [110] and then generated the video frames conditioned on
the key points by another network. Furthermore, Supasorn et al.
[95] proposed a “teeth proxy” to improve the visual quality of teeth
during generation.
Subsequently, Chung et al. [96] attempted to use an encoder-
decoder CNN model to learn the correspondences between raw
audio and videos. Combining RNN and GAN [70], Jalalifar et al.
[97] produced a sequence of realistic faces that were synchronized
with the input audio by two networks. One was an LSTM network
used to create lip landmarks out of audio input. The other was
a conditional GAN (cGAN) used to generate the resulting faces
conditioned on a given set of lip landmarks. Instead of apply-
ing cGAN, [98] proposed using a temporal GAN [111] to improve
the quality of synthesis. However, the above methods were only
applicable to synthesizing talking faces with identities limited to
those in a dataset.
Synthesis of talking faces of arbitrary identities has recently
drawn significant attention. Chen et al. [99] considered correla-
tions among speech and lip movements while generating multiple
lip images. The researchers used the optical flow to better express
the information between the frames. The fed optical flow repre-
sented not only the information of the current shape but also the
previous temporal information.
A frontal face photo usually has both identity and speech in-
formation. Assuming this, Zhou et al. [100] used an adversarial
learning method to disentangle different types of information of
one image during generation. The disentangled representation had
a convenient property that both audio and video could serve as the
source of speech information for the generation process. As a re-
sult, it was possible to not only output the features but also express
them more explicitly while applying the resulting network.
Most recently, to discover the high-level correlation between
audio and video, Zhu et al. [73] proposed a mutual information ap-
proximation to approximate mutual information between modal-
ities. Chen et al. [101] applied landmark and motion attention to
generating talking faces. The authors further proposed a dynamic
pixelwise loss for temporal consistency. Facial generation is not
limited to specific modalities such as audio or visual since the cru-
cial point is whether there is a mutual pattern between these dif-
ferent modalities. Wiles et al. [102] put forward a self-supervising
framework called X2Face to learn the embedded features and gen-
erate target facial motions. It could produce videos from any input
as long as embedded features were learned.
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Table 4: Summary of recent studies of audio-to-visual generation.
Category Method Ideas & Strengths Weaknesses
Wan et al. [84]
Combined many existing techniques
to form a GAN
Low quality
Qiu et al. [85]
Generated images
related to music
Low quality
Audio to Image Chen et al. [72]
Generated both audio-to-visual and
visual-to-audio models
The models were
independent
Hao et al. [86]
Proposed a cross-modality cyclic
generative adversarial network
Generated images only
Alemi et al. [89]
Generated dance movements from
music via real-time GrooveNet
Lee et al. [90]
Generated a choreography system
via an autoregressive
encoder-decoder network
Audio to Motions Shlizerman et al. [91]
Applied a “target delay” LSTM
to predict body keypoints
Constrained to
the given dataset
Tang et al. [92]
Developed a music-oriented dance
choreography synthesis method
Yalta et al. [93]
Produced weak labels from
motion directions for
motion-music alignment
Kumar et al. [94] and
Supasorn et al. [95]
Generated keypoints
by a time-delayed
LSTM
Needed retraining for
another identity
Chung et al. [96]
Developed an encoder-decoder
CNN model suitable
for more identities
Jalalifar et al. [97]
Combined RNN and GAN
and applied keypoints
For a lab-controlled
environment only
Talking Face Vougioukas et al. [98]
Applied a temporal GAN for
more temporal consistency
Chen et al. [99] Applied optical flow Generated lips only
Zhou et al. [100] Disentangled information Lacked realism
Zhu et al. [73]
Asymmetric mutual information estimation
to capture modality coherence
Suffered from the “zoom-in
-and-out” condition
Chen et al. [101] Dynamic pixelwise loss
Required multistage
training
Wiles et al. [102]
Self-supervised model for
multimodality driving
Relatively low quality
5 Audio-visual Representation Learning
Representation learning aims to discover the pattern represen-
tation from data automatically. It is motivated by the fact that the
choice of data representation usually greatly impacts performance
of machine learning [11]. However, real-world data such as images,
videos and audio are not amenable to defining specific features al-
gorithmically.
Additionally, the quality of data representation usually deter-
mines the success of machine learning algorithms. Bengio et al.[11]
assumed the reason for this to be that different representations
could better explain the laws underlying data, and the recent en-
thusiasm for AI has motivated the design of more powerful repre-
sentation learning algorithms to achieve these priors.
In this section, we will review a series of audio-visual learning
methods ranging from single-modality [112] to dual-modality rep-
resentation learning [114, 12, 13, 113, 116]. The basic pipeline of such
studies is shown in Fig. 8.
5.1 Single-Modality Representation Learning
Naturally, to determine whether audio and video are related to
each other, researchers focus on determining whether audio and
video are from the same video or whether they are synchronized in
the same video. Aytar et al. [112] exploited the natural synchroniza-
tion between video and sound to learn an acoustic representation
of a video. The researchers proposed a student-teacher training
process that used an unlabeled video as a bridge to transfer dis-
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Table 5: Summary of recent audio-visual representation learning studies.
Type Method Ideas & Strengths Weaknesses
Single
modality
Aytar et al. [112]
Student-teacher training
procedure with natural
video synchronization
Only learned the
audio representation
Leidal et al. [113]
Regularized the amount of
information encoded in the
semantic embedding
Focused on spoken utterances
and handwritten digits
Arandjelovic et al.
[12, 114] Proposed the AVC task
Considered only audio and
video correspondence
Dual
modalities
Owens et al. [13]
Proposed the AVTS task
with curriculum learning
The sound source has to
feature in the video; only
one sound source
Parekh et al. [115]
Use video labels for weakly
supervised learning
Leverage the prior knowledge
of event classification
Hu et al. [116]
Disentangle each
modality into a set
of distinct components
Require a predefined
number of clusters
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Figure 8: Basic pipeline of representation learning.
cernment knowledge from a sophisticated visual identity model
to the sound modality. Although the proposed approach managed
to learn audio-modality representation in an unsupervised man-
ner, discovering audio and video representations simultaneously
remained to be solved.
5.2 Learning an Audio-visual Representation
In the corresponding audio and images, the information con-
cerning modality tends to be noisy, while we only require seman-
tic content rather than the exact visual content. Leidal et al. [113]
explored unsupervised learning of the semantic embedded space,
which required a close distribution of the related audio and image.
The researchers proposed a model to map an input to vectors of
the mean and the logarithm of variance of a diagonal Gaussian dis-
tribution, and the sample semantic embeddings were drawn from
these vectors.
To learn audio and video’s semantic information by simply
watching and listening to a large number of unlabeled videos,
Arandjelovic et al. [12] introduced an audio-visual correspondence
learning task (AVC) for training two (visual and audio) networks
from scratch, as shown in Fig. 9 (a). In this task, the correspond-
ing audio and visual pairs (positive samples) were obtained from
the same video, while mismatched (negative) pairs were extracted
from different videos. To solve this task, the authors proposed
an L3-Net that detected whether the semantics in visual and au-
dio fields were consistent. Although this model was trained with-
out additional supervision, it could learn representations of dual
modalities effectively.
Exploring the proposed audio-visual coherence (AVC) task,
Arandjelovic et al. [114] continued to investigate AVE-Net that
aimed at finding the most similar visual area to the current audio
clip. Owens et al. [117] proposed adopting a model similar to that
of [12] but used a 3D convolution network for the videos instead,
which could capture the motion information for sound localiza-
tion.
In contrast to previous AVC task-based solutions, Korbar et al.
[13] introduced another proxy task called audio-visual time syn-
chronization (AVTS) that further considered whether a given au-
dio sample and video clip were “synchronized” or “not synchro-
nized.” In previous AVC tasks, negative samples were obtained as
audio and visual samples from different videos. However, explor-
ing AVTS, the researchers trained the model using “harder” neg-
ative samples representing unsynchronized audio and visual seg-
ments sampled from the same video, forcing the model to learn
the relevant temporal features. At this time, not only the seman-
tic correspondence was enforced between the video and the audio,
but more importantly, the synchronization between them was also
achieved. The researchers applied the curriculum learning strategy
[118] to this task and divided the samples into four categories: pos-
itives (the corresponding audio-video pairs), easy negatives (audio
and video clips originating from different videos), difficult nega-
tives (audio and video clips originating from the same video with-
out overlap), and super-difficult negatives (audio and video clips
that partly overlap), as shown in Fig. 9 (b).
The above studies rely on two latent assumptions: 1) the sound
source should be present in the video, and 2) only one sound
source is expected. However, these assumptions limit the appli-
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Figure 9: Introduction to the representation task
cations of the respective approaches to real-life videos. Therefore,
Parekh et al. [115] leveraged class-agnostic proposals from both
video frames to model the problem as a multiple-instance learning
task for audio. As a result, the classification and localization prob-
lems could be solved simultaneously. The researchers focused on
localizing salient audio and visual components using event classes
in a weakly supervised manner. This framework was able to deal
with the difficult case of asynchronous audio-visual events. To
leverage more detailed relations between modalities, Hu et al. [116]
recommended a deep coclustering model that extracted a set of
distinct components from each modality. The model continually
learned the correspondence between such representations of dif-
ferent modalities. The authors further introduced K-means clus-
tering to distinguish concrete objects or sounds.
6 Recent Public Audio-visual Datasets
Many audio-visual datasets ranging from speech- to event-
related data have been collected and released. We divide datasets
into two categories: audio-visual speech datasets that record hu-
man face with the corresponding speech, and audio-visual event
datasets that consist of musical instrument videos and real events’
videos. In this section, we summarize the information of recent
audio-visual datasets (Table 6).
6.1 Audio-visual Speech Datasets
Constructing datasets containing audio-visual corpora is cru-
cial to understanding audio-visual speech. The datasets are col-
lected in lab-controlled environments where volunteers read the
prepared phrases or sentences, or in-the-wild environments of TV
interviews or talks.
6.1.1 Lab-controlled Environment
Lab-controlled speech datasets are captured in specific environ-
ments, where volunteers are required to read the given phases or
sentences. Some of the datasets only contain videos of speakers
that utter the given sentences; these datasets include GRID [119],
TCD TIMIT [121], and VidTIMIT [122]. Such datasets can be used
for lip reading, talking face generation, and speech reconstruction.
Development of more advanced datasets has continued: e.g., Liv-
ingstone et al. offered the RAVDESS dataset [123] that contained
emotional speeches and songs. The items in it are also rated ac-
cording to emotional validity, intensity and authenticity.
Some datasets such as Lombard Grid [120] and OuluVS [125, 126]
focus on multiview videos. In addition, a dataset named SEWA
offers rich annotations, including answers to a questionnaire, fa-
cial landmarks, (low-level descriptors of) LLD features, hand ges-
tures, head gestures, transcript, valence, arousal, liking or dislik-
ing, template behaviors, episodes of agreement or disagreement,
and episodes of mimicry.
6.1.2 In-the-wild Environment
The above datasets were collected in lab environments; as a re-
sult, models trained on those datasets are difficult to apply in real-
world scenarios. Thus, researchers have tried to collect real-world
videos from TV interviews, talks and movies and released sev-
eral real-world datasets, including LRW, LRW variants [129, 59, 130],
Voxceleb and its variants [127, 128], AVA-ActiveSpeaker [131] and
AVSpeech [7]. The LRW dataset consists of 500 sentences [129],
while its variant contains 1000 sentences[59, 130], all of which were
spoken by hundreds of different speakers. VoxCeleb and its vari-
ants contain over 100,000 utterances of 1,251 celebrities [127] and
over a million utterances of 6,112 identities [128], respectively.
AVA-ActiveSpeaker [131] and AVSpeech [7] datasets contain
even more videos. The AVA-ActiveSpeaker [131] dataset consists
of 3.65 million human-labeled video frames (approximately 38.5
hrs) The AVSpeech [7] dataset contains approximately 4700 hours
of video segments from a total of 290k YouTube videos spanning
a wide variety of people, languages, and face poses. The details
are reported in Table 6.
6.2 Audio-visual Event Datasets
Another audio-visual dataset category consists of music or real-
world event videos. These datasets are different from the afore-
mentioned audio-visual speech datasets in not being limited to fa-
cial videos.
6.2.1 Music-related Datasets
Most music-related datasets were constructed in the lab envi-
ronment. For example, ENST-Drums [133] merely contains drum
videos of three professional drummers specializing in different
music genres. The C4S dataset [132] consists of 54 videos of 9
distinct clarinetists, each performing 3 different classical music
pieces twice (4.5h in total).
The URMP [134] dataset contains a number of multi-instrument
musical pieces. However, these videos were recorded separately
and then combined. To simplify the use of the URMP dataset,
Chen et al. further proposed the Sub-URMP [72] dataset that con-
tains multiple video frames and audio files extracted from the
URMP dataset.
6.2.2 Real Events-related Datasets
More and more real-world audio-visual event datasets have re-
cently been released that consist of numerous videos uploaded to
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the Internet. The datasets often comprise hundreds or thousands
of event classes and the corresponding videos. Representative
datasets include the following.
Kinetics-400 [137], Kinetics-600 [138] and Kinetics-700 [139] con-
tain 400, 600 and 700 human action classes with at least 400, 600,
and 600 video clips for each action, respectively. Each clip lasts
approximately 10 s and is taken from a distinct YouTube video.
The actions cover a broad range of classes, including human-
object interactions such as playing instruments, as well as human-
human interactions such as shaking hands. The AVA-Actions
dataset [140] densely annotated 80 atomic visual actions in 43015
minutes of movie clips, where actions were localized in space and
time, resulting in 1.58M action labels with multiple labels corre-
sponding to a certain person.
AudioSet [136], a more general dataset, consists of an expanding
ontology of 632 audio event classes and a collection of 2,084,320
human-labeled 10-second sound clips. The clips were extracted
from YouTube videos and cover a wide range of human and ani-
mal sounds, musical instruments and genres, and common every-
day environmental sounds. YouTube-8M [135] is a large-scale la-
beled video dataset that consists of millions of YouTube video IDs
with high-quality machine-generated annotations from a diverse
vocabulary of 3,800+ visual entities.
7 Discussion
Audio-visual learning (AVL) is a foundation of the multimodal-
ity problem that integrates the two most important perceptions of
our daily life. Despite great efforts focused on AVL, there is still a
long way to go for real-life applications. In this section, we briefly
discuss the key challenges and the potential research directions in
each category.
7.1 Challenges
The heterogeneous nature of the discrepancy in AVL deter-
mines its inherent challenges. Audio tracks use a level of electrical
voltage to represent analog signals, while the visual modality is
usually represented in the RGB color space; the large gap between
the two poses a major challenge to AVL. The essence of this prob-
lem is to understand the relation between audio and vision, which
also is the basic challenge of AVL.
Audio-visual Separation and Localization is a longstanding
problem in many real-life applications. Regardless of the previ-
ous advances in speaker-related or recent object-related separation
and localization, the main challenges are failing to distinguish the
timbre of various objects and exploring ways of generating the
sounds of different objects. Addressing these challenges requires
us to carefully design the models or ideas (e.g., the attention mech-
anism) for dealing with different objects. Audio-visual corre-
spondence learning has vast potential applications, such as those
in criminal investigations, medical care, transportation, and other
industries. Many studies have tried to map different modalities
into the shared feature space. However, it is challenging to obtain
satisfactory results since extracting clear and effective informa-
tion from ambiguous input and target modalities remains difficult.
Therefore, sufficient prior information (the specific patterns peo-
ple usually focus on) has a significant impact on obtaining more
accurate results. Audio and vision generation focuses on empow-
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Table 6: Summary of speech-related audio-visual datasets. These datasets can be used for all tasks related to speech we have mentioned
above. Note that the length of a ‘speech’ dataset denotes the number of video clips, while for ‘music’ or ’real event’ datasets, the length
represents the total number of hours of the dataset.
Category Dataset Env. Classes Length* Year
GRID [119] Lab 34 33,000 2006
Lombard Grid [120] Lab 54 54,000 2018
TCD TIMIT [121] Lab 62 - 2015
Vid TIMIT [122] Lab 43 - 2009
RAVDESS [123] Lab 24 - 2018
SEWA [124] Lab 180 - 2017
Speech OuluVS [125] Lab 20 1000 2009
OuluVS2 [126] Lab 52 3640 2016
Voxceleb [127] Wild 1,251 154,516 2017
Voxceleb2 [128] Wild 6,112 1,128,246 2018
LRW [129] Wild ∼1000 500,000 2016
LRS [59] Wild ∼1000 118,116 2017
LRS3 [130] Wild ∼1000 74,564 2017
AVA-ActiveSpeaker [131] Wild - 90,341 2019
C4S [132] Lab - 4.5 2017
Music ENST-Drums [133] Lab - 3.75 2006
URMP [134] Lab - 1.3 2019
YouTube-8M [135] Wild 3862 350,000 2016
AudioSet [136] Wild 632 4971 2016
Real Event Kinetics-400 [137] Wild 400 850* 2018
Kinetics-600 [138] Wild 600 1400* 2018
Kinetics-700 [139] Wild 700 1806* 2018
ered machine imagination. In contrast to the conventional discrim-
inative problem, the task of cross-modality generation is to fit a
mapping between probability distributions. Therefore, it is usually
a many-to-many mapping problem that is difficult to learn. More-
over, despite the large difference between audio and visual modali-
ties, humans are sensitive to the difference between real-world and
generated results, and subtle artifacts can be easily noticed, which
makes this task more challenging. Finally, audio-visual repre-
sentation learning can be regarded as a generalization of other
tasks. As we discussed before, both audio represented by elec-
trical voltage and vision represented by the RGB color space are
designed to be perceived by humans while not making it easy for
a machine to discover the common features. The difficulty stems
from having only two modalities and lacking explicit constraints.
Therefore, the main challenge of this task is to find a suitable con-
straint. Unsupervised learning as a prevalent approach to this task
provides a well-designed solution, while not having external su-
pervision makes it difficult to achieve our goal. The challenging
of the weakly supervised approach is to find correct implicit su-
pervision.
7.2 Directions for Future Research
AVL has been an active research field for many years [16, 17]
and is crucial to modern life. However, there are still many open
questions in AVL due to the challenging nature of the domain itself
and people’s increasing demands.
First, from a macro perspective, as AVL is a classic multi-
modality problem, its primary issue is to learn the mapping be-
tween modalities, specifically to map the attributes in audio and
the objects in an image or a video. We think that mimicking the
human learning process, e.g., by following the ideas of the atten-
tion mechanism and a memory bank may improve performance
of learning this mapping. Furthermore, the second most difficult
goal is to learn logical reasoning. Endowing a machine with the
ability to reason is not only important for AVL but also an open
question for the entire AI community. Instead of directly empow-
ering a machine with the full logic capability, which is a long way
to go from the current state of development, we can simplify this
problem and consider fully utilizing the prior information and con-
structing the knowledge graph. Building a comprehensive knowl-
edge graph and leveraging it in specific areas properly may help
machine thinking.
As to each task we have summarized before, Sec. 2 and Sec. 3
can be referred to as the problem of ‘understanding’, while Sec. 4
and Sec. 5 can be referred to as ‘generation’ and ‘representation
learning’ respectively. Significant advances in understanding and
generation tasks such as lip-reading, speaker separation, and talk-
ing face generation have recently been achieved for human faces.
The domain of faces is comparatively simple yet important since
the scenes are normally constrained, and it has a sizable amount
of available useful prior information. For example, consider a 3d
face model. These faces usually have neutral expressions, while
the emotions that are the basis of the face have not been studied
well. Furthermore, apart from faces, the more complicated in-the-
wild scenes with more conditions are worth considering. Adapting
models to the new varieties of audio (stereoscopic audio) or vision
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(3D video and AR) also leads in a new direction. The datasets, es-
pecially large and high-quality ones that can significantly improve
the performance of machine learning, are fundamental to the re-
search community [141]. However, collecting a dataset is labor-
and time-intensive. Small-sample learning also benefits the appli-
cation of AVL. Learning representations, which is a more general
and basic form of other tasks, can also mitigate the dataset prob-
lem. While recent studies lacked sufficient prior information or su-
pervision to guide the training procedure, exploring suitable prior
information may allow models to learn better representations.
Finally, many studies focus on building more complex networks
to improve performance, and the resulting networks generally en-
tail unexplainable mechanisms. To make a model or an algorithm
more robust and explainable, it is necessary to learn the essence of
the earlier explainable algorithms to advance AVL.
8 Conclusions
The desire to better understand the world from the human per-
spective has drawn considerable attention to audio-visual learning
in the deep learning community. This paper provides a compre-
hensive review of recent advances in audio-visual learning cate-
gorized into four research areas: audio-visual separation and lo-
calization, audio-visual correspondence learning, audio and vi-
sual generation, and audio-visual representation learning. Fur-
thermore, we present a summary of datasets commonly used in
audio-visual learning. The discussion section identifies the key
challenges of each category followed by potential research direc-
tions.
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